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Popular science summary of the thesis 
The immune system can be divided in two arms: the innate immune system and the 
adaptive immune system. The innate immune system is commonly known as the first line 

of defense against pathogens or other foreign elements, acting in a generalized manner 
to eliminate the threat as quickly as possible. The adaptive immune system is responsible 
for the production of a specialized reaction that targets the threat and generates 

immunological memory. 

The adaptive immune response employs two main types of white blood cells: B cells and 
T cells. Each of these populations performs distinct tasks in the generation of pathogen-
specific responses. All B and T cells produce a unique surface molecule called B cell 
receptor (for B cell) or T cell receptor (for T cells). When B cell receptors are secreted, 
they are called antibodies. In both cases, these receptors are produced by recombining 

genes called V, D and J genes. B cells and T cells have different sets of V, D and J genes 

that are encoded from different genomic locations.  

The overall sets of V, D and J gene variants are different for each individual and can be 

considered akin to an immunological fingerprint. We call this the “germline repertoire”. As 
of today, we still do not the full extent of V, D and J gene variations among humans and 
other species. To address this question, our group developed a software called IgDiscover, 

to identify individual germline repertoires using modern sequencing technologies. 

B cells and T cells can undergo a series of changes depending on the imminent threat. 
Generally, only those B cells and T cells with complementary receptors against the threat 
get activated. This results in the multiplication of these cells in a process called clonal 
expansion. Furthermore, B cells undergo additional B cell receptor modifications to 
improve their recognition of the threat. Furthermore, some B cells and T cells will re-

program themselves to persist over long period of time. These cells make up our 
immunological memory, which is responsible for rapid recall responses upon subsequent 

encounters of the same threat. 

The study of these receptors is of paramount importance to understand our adaptive 

immune response to infections and vaccination. In this thesis I aimed to contribute to 

what in the future will be a comprehensive understanding of the adaptive immune system. 

In paper I of this thesis, I explored the T cell receptor germline gene repertoire in humans 

from different parts of the world. My colleagues and I described the diversity between 
individuals, and we discovered that some of the gene variants are population specific. 
Furthermore, we discovered that some currently living humans inherited some small parts 

of their T cell receptor germline repertoire from ancient extinct hominids. 



In paper II and III, I used a macaque model to analyse the B cell response after vaccination 

with the Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, the causative pathogen of COVID-19. In paper II, 
we found that after using an engineered Spike protein as a vaccine we can elicit potent 
antibody responses that can neutralize the virus. This response is specific and lasts for a 
long time after vaccination. In paper III, we were concerned about the emergence of 
different SARS-CoV-2 variants and boosted macaques with proteins engineered from 

these variants. We described how this produced potent neutralizing antibodies against 

different variants, resulting in broader protection. 

In paper IV, I analyzed the B cell response of two of the macaques from Paper II in greater 

detail. To do so, I determined their B cell receptor V, D and J germline repertoires. I then 
isolated B cells that reacted against the SARS-CoV-2 Spike and identified Spike-specific 
antibody families characterized by a specific V, D and J gene composition. Finally, I traced 
the presence of each family in different lymphoid tissues and at different time points 
following the immunizations., and I identified a set of potent and broad antibodies with 

especially interesting features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Riassunto generale della tesi 

Il sistema immunitario è generalmente diviso in due componenti principali: il sistema 
immunitario innato e il sistema immunitario adattivo. Il sistema immunitario innato, agendo 
in modo generalizzato per eliminare il pericolo il più rapidamente possibile, rappresentala 

la prima linea di difesa contro patogeni e altri elementi estranei. Il sistema immunitario 
adattivo genera invece una risposta immunitaria specializzata contro ciò che minaccia la 

nostra salute. 

La risposta immunitaria adattativa è principalmente composta da due popolazioni 

cellulari: i linfociti B e i linfociti T. Nonostante queste popolazioni svolgano compiti distinti, 
hanno in comune il fatto di generare cellule estremamente specializzate nel riconoscere 
le caratteristiche strutturali specifiche di ogni patogeno. Ogni volta che un linfocita B o un 
linfocita T viene stimolato dall' incontro con un patogeno, produce sulla propria superficie 
un  recettore. I recettori dei linfociti B, anche noti come B cell receptors (BCRs), sono 

proteine transmembrana ma con il potenziale di essere secreti, prendendo il nome di 
anticorpi. I recettori dei linfociti T o T cell receptors (TCRs) svolgono invece la loro funzione 
sempre come proteina transmembrana. In entrambi i casi, questi recettori vengono 
prodotti ricombinando un gene da ciascuno di tre set di geni disponibili: i geni V, i geni D 
e i geni J. È importante evidenziare che i geni V, D e J dei BCRs e quelli dei TCRs sono 

posizionati in punti diversi del genoma. 

L' insieme dei geni V, D e J è diverso per ogni individuo e può essere in qualche modo  
considerato un' “impronta digitale” immunologica. Chiamiamo questa impronta 
"repertorio germinale". Al momento, non siamo ancora a conoscenza di quanto variabili 

siano i geni V, D e J tra gli esseri umani e altre specie. Il nostro laboratorio ha sviluppato 
un software, chiamato IgDiscover, per identificare il repertorio germinale di ogni individuo 

utilizzando moderne tecnologie di sequenziamento. 

I linfociti che incontrato un patogeno (o parte di esso) complementare al proprio 

recettore si attivano. L’ attivazione innesca la moltiplicazione di queste cellule in un 
processo chiamato “espansione clonale”. I linfociti attivati in organi linfoidi periferici (come 
linfonodi, tonsille, etc.) prendono parte alla formazione di microstrutture temporanee 
chiamate “centri germinativi”. Qui, il recettore dei linfociti B si modifica e matura per 

acquisire più specificità e potenza. Ciò si traduce in anticorpi più efficenti. 

Al termine di questi processi, alcuni linfociti B e T vengono riprogrammati per sopravvivere 
a lungo. Queste cellule formano la nostra memoria immunologica, che è ciò che ci 
permette di prevenire efficacemente la comparsa di sintomi gravi in caso di una seconda 

infezione con lo stesso patogeno. 



Lo studio di questi recettori è di fondamentale importanza per comprendere i 

meccanismi immunologici e per studiare l'effetto delle infezioni da diversi patogeni o 
relativivaccini. Il lavoro svolto per questa tesi è finalizzato a contribuire verso ciò che in 

futuro sarà una comprensione globale della risposta immunitaria adattiva. 

Nell’ articolo I di questa tesi, ho esplorato il repertorio germinale del recettore dei linfociti 
T in individui provenienti da diverse parti del mondo. Io e i miei colleghi abbiamo descritto 
la variabilità interindividuale del repertorio germinale e abbiamo scoperto che alcune delle 
varianti sono specifiche di certe popolazioni. Inoltre, abbiamo scoperto che alcuni 
individui attualmente viventi hanno ereditato alcune piccole parti del loro repertorio 

germinale da antichi ominidi estinti, come i Neanderthal. 

Negli articoli II e III, ho utilizzato il modello animale del macaco per esaminare la risposta 
dei linfociti B dopo aver amministrato un vaccino basato sulla  proteina Spike del SARS-
CoV-2, il virus che causa il COVID-19. Nell’ articolo II, abbiamo scoperto che utilizzando 

una spike protein ingegnerizzata, è possibile indurre una potente risposta anticorpale che 
può neutralizzare il virus. Questa risposta è specifica e può neutralizzare il virus per un 
lungo periodo di tempo dopo la vaccinazione. Nell’ articolo III, ci siam occupati  di diverse 
varianti del SARS-CoV-2 e abbiamo deciso di osservare come varia la risposta anticorpale 
se i macachi vengono immunizzati con proteine provenienti da queste varianti invece che 

dal virus ancestrale. Abbiamo descritto come il booster produce anticorpi neutralizzanti 

potenti contro le diverse varianti, generando un effetto protettivo molto ampio. 

Nell’ articolo IV, ho deciso di analizzare in maggiore dettaglio la risposta dei linfociti B di 
due macachi dell’ articolo II. Per fare ciò, ho identificato il repertorio germinale V, D e J di 

ciascuna scimmia. Ho in seguito estratto e selezionato i linfociti B che presentavano una 
reazione specifica contro la proteina Spike di SARS-CoV-2. Il sequenziamento di queste 
cellule ha fornito informazioni sul loro recettore e ha permesso l' identificazione di 
cosiddette famiglie clonali, ovvero tutti quei linfociti B provenienti da un unico progenitore 
che è andato in contro al processo di espansione clonale precedentemente descritto. 

Ogni famiglia di linfociti è caratterizzata da una composizione specifica di geni V, D e J. 
Infine, ho tracciato i membri di ogni famiglia in diverse parti del corpo, come il midollo, la 
milza e vari linfonodi. Con i protocolli e algoritmi disponibili nel nostro laboratio, abbiamo 
potuto osservare come le diverse famiglie di linfociti B si diffondessero e si evolvessero 

dando luogo ad anticorpi con caratteristiche diverse.  



 

 

Abstract 
The cells of the adaptive immune system rely on somatic recombination of V, D and J 
genes to obtain a vast range of specificities. T cells use four chains encoded by three 

genomic loci, to produce alpha/beta or gamma/delta T cell receptors (TCRs). B cell 
receptors (BCRs) are encoded by three loci, a single heavy chain and two light chain loci, 
kappa and lambda. Because these genomic regions are highly polymorphic, the germline 
TCR and BCR repertoires are individual, shaping the elicited response against infections 
and vaccines in each person. In this thesis, I used a set of specialized tools and analysis 

pipelines to explore the adaptive immune receptors at the genomic and functional levels 
in both humans and non-human primates (NHP), highlighting the benefits of integrating 
individualized TCR/BCR repertoire analysis with functional studies to understand adaptive 

immune responses. 

In paper I, we sequence expressed TCR repertoires of 45 individuals from four human 
populations: African, East Asian, South Asian, and European. Analysis of these repertoires 
with the germline gene inference tool, IgDiscover, identified 175 novel V and J alleles, most 
of which were characterized by codon changes or non-functional variants. The germline 
TCR repertoires were highly diverse between individuals, with some of the novel alleles 

identified only in specific populations. Furthermore, we report three introgressed regions 
inherited from Homo neanderthalensis. One of these regions includes a novel variant of 
TRGV4, frequent in Eurasians populations, which display altered reactivity to the ligand 

butyrophilin-like molecule 3 (BTNL3).  

In papers II and III, we analyzed the humoral immune response in NHPs elicited by a series 
of immunizations with SARS-CoV-2 Spike-derived subunit proteins. In paper II, we 
observed detectable neutralization titers after priming with ancestral spike (S) protein 
with very high antibody titers obtained after boosting. The immunization regimen resulted 
in durable neutralization titers as well as S-specific memory B cells. In paper III, we used 

a heterotypic boosting strategy with beta-derived receptor binding domain (RBD) to 
broaden the response to circulating SARS-CoV-2 variants. The boost elicits potent and 

protective cross-neutralizing humoral immune responses. 

In paper IV, we analyzed multi-compartmental longitudinal samples from two macaques 
used in paper II. We combined single cell and next generation sequencing (NGS) of BCR 
repertoires to characterize S-specific antibodies and S-specific B cell lineages elicited by 
immunizations with ancestral SARS-CoV-2 S proteins. Lineage tracing analysis identified 
persistent antibody lineages that were present after priming and were widely 
disseminated in blood, bone marrow (BM), spleen and different lymph nodes (LN), 

including a broadly neutralizing RBD-binding lineage. Through structural cryo-EM studies, 
we showed that this antibody achieved cross-neutralization by targeting conserved RBD 

residues with crucial interactions through its heavy chain CDR3 (HCDR3).  
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Introduction 
The adaptive immune system is a crucial component of vertebrates’ defenses against 
infections. It is a highly specialized system that is capable of learning and remembering 
past exposures to pathogens, a feature known as immunological memory. This allows the 
body to mount more effective responses to future encounters with the same pathogen. 
Vaccines aim to stimulate the formation of immunological memory without the adverse 

effect of a natural infection. 

The adaptive immune system is made up of a variety of cells, tissues, and organs that 
work together to identify and eliminate foreign invaders. The protagonists of the adaptive 
immune system are T lymphocytes and B lymphocytes, also known as T cells and B cells. 

T cells and B cells undergo different developmental pathways to make up subsets of cells 
with specialized functions. As a population of cells, they have the potential to recognize 
specific pathogens thanks to the expression of their antigen receptors. T cells express T 
cell receptors (TCRs) while B cells express B cell receptors (BCRs). Once a B cell has been 
activated, it can differentiate into a plasma cell that produces BCR in a secretory format, 

known as antibody. The set of BCRs and TCRs expressed in an individual at given time is 

called the “immune repertoire”. 

In this thesis, I combined classic immunoassays and bioinformatic tools to study the 
adaptive immune receptor repertoires (AIRR) in humans and macaques. The approach I 

used relied primarily in the identification of individuals germline repertoires which were 
used as a foundation for downstream analysis. Throughout this thesis, I will introduce 
basic concepts behind the study of TCR and BCR repertoires and elaborate on the 
technologies employed in the field. I will also place these concepts and information in the 
context of their relevance for the examination of human populations diversity (for TCRs) 

and the examination of vaccine elicited B cell response (for BCRs).  

I hope that the content of this thesis demonstrates the importance of generating and 

incorporating individualized dataset for the study of adaptive immunity.
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1 Literature review 

1.1 Immunology 

1.1.1 Adaptive immunity 

To maintain proper functionality, organisms have developed different defense 
mechanisms against exogenous threats. These defense mechanisms evolved into a 
complex network of molecular and cellular interactions that we call the immune system1–

3. During an immune response, different functions work in synch to eliminate and/or expel 

the pathogen to avoid extensive damage to the host and re-establish homeostasis. 

Overall, the immune system can be divided in two main categories: the innate immune 
system and the adaptive immune system. The components of the innate immune system 
are activated first, providing general protection against pathogens. The innate immune 
system is also tasked to activate the cells of the adaptive immune system, initiating a 

cascade of events4–6. As the name suggests, the goal of the adaptive immune system is 
to provide pathogen-specific customized responses. In general, cells of the adaptive 
immune system undergo different rounds of proliferation and selection to improve their 
reactivity. Therefore, the adaptive immune response requires some time before being 

effective.   

The exclusive characteristic of adaptive immunity is the generation of immunological 
memory7,8. T cells and B cells, which make up two arms of the adaptive immune system, 
express antigen-specific receptors that are critical for their survival9,10. The loci encoding 
the genes for TCRs and BCRs share similar genomic structures and undergo similar events 

of gene rearrangement during early lymphocyte development to produce one unique 
functional receptor for each T cell or B cell. These mechanisms are in place to ensure that 
each cell expresses a unique receptor11–13. The collection of TCRs and BCRs make up the 
AIRR, which is unique to a given time point and individual14,15. It is important to note that, 
despite the fact that the process of gene rearrangement is similar between TCRs and 

BCRs, they recognize cognate antigen in remarkably different manners. 

While both T cells and B cells originate from common lymphoid progenitors (CLP) located 
in the BM, they undergo early developmental phases in different compartments. T cell 
formation takes place in the thymus while B cells are produced in the BM. Cells with 

autoreactive or non-functional receptors are eliminated or rendered non-responsive. This 
process is called “central tolerance” and ensures that only cells with appropriate 

receptors are expressed in any given functional repertoire16,17. 

Naïve cells that pass the central tolerance selection migrate to different secondary 
lymphoid organs such as spleen, lymph nodes (LNs) or mucosa-associated lymphoid 
tissues (MALT). Here, encounter with their cognate antigen triggers further differentiation 
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of T cells and B cells. At this stage, reactive cells undergo rounds of proliferation and 

selection to gain specific effector functions. Again, cells with autoreactive or non-
functional receptors are eliminated or rendered non-responsive in a process called 

“peripheral tolerance”16,18–25. 

During these events, a subset of the activated cells develops a long-living phenotype and 

are retained in the system as components of immunological memory7,8,26.  

 

1.1.2 Lymphocytes biology 

1.1.2.1 T cells 

T cells originate from CLPs that undergo differentiation and selection in the thymus. Early 
development begins at the outer cortex of the thymus. Here, T cells attempts to generate 

functional TCRs will define commitment to either a αβ or a γδ lineage (Figure 1)27. Generally, 
αβ T cells are responsible for recognizing antigens that are presented by major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules while γδ T cells recognize antigens 

independent of classical MHC molecules28,29. 

 

Figure 1. Early phase T cell development. A simplified representation of T cell lineage commitment in the 
thymus. Briefly, T cells undergo initial TCR loci rearrangement events which determine αβ or γδ fate. αβ lineages 
further split into CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, which determine their effector function. Non-autoreactive circulate 
and patrol the body for possible threats. 

 

Recognition of MHC molecules is a crucial step for αβ T cells development, and it involves 
interaction with co-receptors CD4 or CD830. In a process called “positive selection”, αβ T 

cells without functional TCRs or without stable interaction with MHC molecules don’t 
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receive survival signals and do not further differentiate. At this stage, αβ T cells commit to 

either a CD4+ or a CD8+ phenotype, which determines their effector functions. CD4+ T cells 
recognize MHC class II molecules, while CD8+ T cells recognize MHC class I molecules. 
Canonically, CD4+ T cells modulate and regulate the immune response via cytokines, for 
example as T helper (Th) cells or regulatory T (Treg) cells31. CD8+ T cells detect and 
eliminate infected or tumor cells via lysis, which is why they are also called cytotoxic T 

cells. Autoreactive CD8+ and CD4+ T cells receive apoptotic signals leading to cell death. 
This process, called “negative selection”, takes place in the medulla of the thymus, and 

determines the thymic output of naïve T cells17. 

Naïve T cells migrate to secondary lymphoid organs and other peripheral tissues patrolling 
the environment for cognate antigens to become activated. In case of a virus infection, an 
infected cell can present foreign antigens via MHC class I (expressed by all cell types 
except erythrocytes) for CD8+ T cell recognition leading to the elimination of the infected 
cell. CD4+ T cell activation requires the presence of antigen presenting cells (APC), such 

as dendritic cells, as they are the only cells expressing MHC class II molecules30. 

In secondary lymphoid organs, activation of certain Th cells, called follicular T helper cells 
(Tfh), triggers the formation of specialized structure called germinal centers (GC), where 

Tfh cells mediate selection of mutated B cells31. 

The role of γδ T cells is not as extensively studied as that of αβ T cells. Most of the γδ T 
cells develop from early TCR rearrangement events before T cells start to express CD4+ 
and CD8+ molecules27. After functional TCR recombination, γδ T cells migrate to different 
tissues32. They do not require extra events to develop effector functions as they are 

already capable of reacting against antigens and other stress signals without antigen-
specific selection phases33,34. This feature confers them with an “innate-like” role and 
places them in grey zone between the innate and the adaptive immune system. However, 
some γδ T cells react in response to infection by certain types of microorganisms and via 

TCR interactions and show expression of T cells memory makers32. 

The TCR repertoire varies depending on different T cells subpopulations. Canonically, αβ 
T cells generate repertoire various order of magnitude more diverse than γδ T cells. 
However, natural killer T (NKT) cells and mucosal-associated invariant (MAIT) T cells 
express semi-invariant αβ TCR repertoires which recognize non-peptide antigens 

presented by non-classical MHC class molecules35,36. More on their repertoire will be 

expanded in dedicated sections below. 

 

1.1.2.2 B cells 

B cells originate from CLP that undergo differentiation and selection in the BM (Figure 2)16. 
The most important developmental stage of B cells in the BM is the formation and 
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selection of a functional BCR. This process is divided in different phases, where, first, the 

heavy chain locus undergoes rearrangements for the formation of a pre-BCR. A pre-BCR 
is composed of a full heavy chain in association with a surrogate light chain. Pre-BCR-
expressing B cells undergo proliferation and start to rearrange the light chain locus. The 
first attempts of rearrangements are performed in the kappa locus, followed by the 
lambda locus. Once a fully functional BCR is expressed, B cells expressing autoreactive or 

non-reactive receptors, undergo either receptor editing, anergy or deletion. This process 
is called “central tolerance”16. B cells with functional, non-autoreactive BCRs enter the 
circulation as immature naïve B cells and home to different secondary lymphoid organs. 
The BCR can have different isotypes, at this stage BCRs are expressed in the form of IgM 

and IgD. 

 

Figure 2. Early phase B cell development. A simplified representation of core events determining B cell 
generation from the BM, Briefly, each B cell undergo BCR rearrangement events to generate a functional BCR. 
Non-autoreactive cells circulate to search for their cognate antigen. 

 

Depending on the type of exogenous stimuli, B cells can get activated with or without T 

cells intervention (T-dependent vs T-independent)37. A T-independent response is 
typically triggered by antigens that have repetitive structures, like polysaccharides, and 
lipopolysaccharides, as these antigens are capable of efficiently cross-linking with 
cognate BCRs. This response is characterized by a rapid production of IgM antibodies with 

no formation of GCs.  

During a T-dependent response, initial interaction with cognate antigen triggers B cells 
proliferation and differentiation into plasmablasts. Plasmablasts are short-lived antibody 
secreting cells with the role of mounting a preliminary response against infections. 
Simultaneously, cognate B cells function as APCs by internalizing and processing 

pathogenic antigens. Interaction with cognate Tfh cells in secondary lymphoid organs 
triggers the formation of GCs (Figure 3)38. Here, B cells proliferate while their BCRs undergo 
rounds of somatic hypermutation (SHM) with the goal to improve BCR affinity to relevant 
antigens. At this stage, BCRs can change isotype resulting in IgG, IgA or IgE. This process 
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is called “class switching” and is dependent on the cytokine microenvironment, which is 

generally determined by Th cells39. Since SHMs are introduced in a random manner, some 
BCRs might acquire deleterious mutations or become autoreactive. To avoid so, B cells 
undergo a selection phase in an extremely selective environment. Matured BCRs compete 
for antigen affinity with each other by interacting with follicular dendritic cells (FDCs). The 
antigen is then internalized and presented to cognate follicular Tfh cells which provide 

survival and differentiation signals. B cell proliferation, SHM and class switching takes 
place at a distinct zone of the GC, called dark zone. Selection and differentiation take 
place in the light zone. B cells can undergo different rounds of migrations between these 
two zones. B cells passing selection will either differentiate into memory B cells or long-

lived plasma cells, both responsible of immunological memory26,40.  

 

Figure 3. GC reaction and B cell differentiation. Interaction with cognate antigens triggers B cell activation 
and further differentiation. Some B cells differentiate into short-lived plasma cells and readily secrete 
antibodies. Others form temporary structures called germinal centers. Germinal centers are composed of 
proliferating and mutating B cells zones, called dark zone, and selection zones, called light zones. B cells that 
develop affinity matured BCRs receive positive signals from fTh cells and differentiation into either memory 
B cells or long-lived plasma cells. Memory B cells circulate and patrol for a second encounter with the same 
antigen. Long-lived plasma cells migrate to the BM and continually secrete antibodies. 

 

Memory B cells re-enter the circulation to patrol the body and prepare to quickly respond 

to future encounters with the same antigen and converting into antibody-secreting cells. 
Memory B cells can also re-enter GCs and undergo further rounds of SHM. However, how 
often this happens is debated in the field41,42. Long-lived plasma cells migrate to BM niches 
and exclusively work as antibody-secreting cells, continuously replenishing circulating 
antibodies. Immunological memory durability varies between infection and immunizations 
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settings. Understanding the factors regulating long-lasting immunity are crucial to 

improve vaccine elicited immune responses. 

1.1.3 Adaptive immune receptors 

1.1.3.1 T cell receptor (TCR) 

Each TCR is a heterodimer of either alpha (α) and beta (β) chains or gamma (δ) and delta 
(γ) chains (Figure 5A) 43. These chains belong to the superfamily of immunoglobulins and 
are expressed exclusively as membrane-bound molecules. Overall, TCRs are designed to 
be somewhat polyreactive and can engage with peptide-MHC complexes with different 
levels of affinities28,44. Due to this restriction, most TCR antigen recognition is limited to 

linearized peptides. 

Beta and delta chains are formed by somatic rearrangements of variable (V), diversity (D) 
and joining (J) genes. Alpha and gamma chains undergo similar gene rearrangement with 
the difference that their locus lack D genes. In humans, the beta and gamma loci are found 

on chromosome 7, while the alpha and delta locus is on chromosome 14 (Figure 4). 
Notably, the delta gene are located between the V and J genes of the alpha locus, with 

which it shares a limited number of Vs43. 

 

Figure 4. Representation of human TCR loci. In human TCR loci are located in chromosomes 7 and 14. The 
gamma locus is located on the p arm of chromosome 7 while the beta locus is located close to the telomeric 
end of the q arm of chromosome 7. The delta locus is located between V gene and J genes of the alpha locus 
near the centromeric end of the q arm of chromosome 14. 

 

Each individual genome contains numerous V, D and J genes arranged in cluster over the 
TCR loci. Each rearrangement event joins only one V, one D (in beta and delta chains) and 
one J gene. The combinatorial assembly of a large number of V, D and J genes results in 
the generation of a tremendously diverse TCR repertoire, which is further enhanced by 

stochastic insertion and deletion events at the VD and DJ junctions during 
rearrangements and differs over time as new naïve T cells are produced. Both the TCR and 
BCR loci have undergone multiple duplication events in the genome throughout evolution, 
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resulting in non-functional copies of V, D and J genes as pseudogenes, or open reading 

frames (ORFs)3,45. 

 

Figure 5. TCR overview. A) TCR structure from PDB entry 1TCR. B) Interaction between MHC and TCR. 
Structure from PDB entry 4GRL. C) Representation of linear V(D)J arrangement. CDRs are highlighted in dotted 
boxes. 

 

Structurally, each TCR chain is composed of three regions of variability, called 
complementary determining regions (CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3) and four more conserved 

framework regions (FR1, FR2, FR3 and FR4) which provide structural stability (Figure 5B). 
The CDR1 and CDR2 are germline encoded by the V gene while the CDR3 is determined 
by the recombination of V(D)J genes. An extra region of variability, called hypervariable 

region 4 (HV4), is identified in the germline-encoded FR346–48. 

Canonically, CDRs are responsible for antigen binding by direct interaction with peptide-
MHC complexes with the CDR1 and CDR2 mainly involved in MHC recognition and the 
CDR3 mainly involved in recognizing the presented peptide (the antigen)28. Both chains 
contribute equally to this interaction with the TCR sitting on the top of the peptide cleft 
at different angles. However, different non-canonical interactions have been observed for 

semi-invariant T cell population and γδ T cells, where non-peptide antigens trigger T cell 

activation.49–51. 

Investigating TCR repertoires is important for our understanding of antigen interactions 
and the subsequent T cell response52–58. For instance, some peptides may be selectively 

recognized by TCRs that use specific germline genes, while others depend more on the 
CDR3. For instance, germline variation in the CDR2 loop of TRBV9 genes were showed to 
affect specific epitopes recognition56. Moreover, response against M1 influenza epitope 

generate public clonotypes using TRBV19, TRAV38, and TRAJ5259. 
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1.1.3.2 B cell receptor (BCR) 

BCRs are heterodimers of a heavy and light chain60,61. While there is only one heavy chain, 
the light chains can comprise either a kappa (κ) or a lambda (λ) chain. These chains belong 
to the superfamily of immunoglobulins and, unlike TCRs, can be expressed as both 
membrane-bound and secreted molecules, known as antibodies or immunoglobulins (Ig). 
BCRs main feature is the identification of antigens in their tertiary or quaternary 

structures. 

 

Figure 6. Representation of human BCR loci and antibody structure. A) In human BCR loci are located in 
chromosomes 2, 14 and 12. The heavy chain locus is located at the telomeric end of chromosome 14 q arm. 
The kappa and lambda loci are located near the centromeric end of chromosomes 2 and 22 q arms, 
respectively. B) Antibody structure from PDB entry 1IGT. C) Representation of germline and mutated VDJ. SHM 
is represented in yellow. 

 

Heavy and light chains formation follow the same somatic rearrangement of V, D and J 
genes described for TCRs chains. The heavy chain is formed by V, D and J genes 

rearrangement and the light chain by V and J genes. Furthermore, like the TCR chains, they 
also have three CDRs and four FR regions with the CDR1 and CDR2 being germline-
encoded by the V gene and the CDR3 resulting from rearrangement of V, D and J genes. 
The heavy chain locus features different heavy chain constant regions, which determines 
the BCR isotype and its effector function when secreted. Briefly, in humans, IgM provides 

a first line of defense against pathogens and, lastly, IgD still represent an enigma to 
immunologists but may have a regulatory role on naïve B cells62–64, IgA (subclasses IgA1 
and IgA2) is mainly involved in mucosal tissue protection and can be found in many 
secretions, IgG (subclasses IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 and IgG4) makes up the core humoral immune 
response against viruses and bacteria, IgE is involved in parasite infections but it is more 
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infamous for being involved in allergies60. In humans, the heavy chain locus is on 

chromosome 14, the kappa locus on chromosome 2 and the lambda locus on 

chromosome 22 (Figure 6A). 

Structurally, BCRs are formed by two identical heavy chains and two identical light chains 

to make up a characteristic Y-shape molecule with the variable part at the tips and the 
constant part at the base. In its membrane-bound form, BCRs bind antigens to provide 
activation, proliferation, and differentiation signals to the cell (Figure 6B). when B cells 
differentiate into antibody-secreting cells (plasmablasts and plasma cells) the surface 
BCRs is downregulated65–67. In their secreted form, antibodies use different strategies to 

fight pathogens. Neutralizing antibodies block crucial interactions with host receptors for 
viral entry and are the correlates of protection for most vaccines68. In addition, non-
neutralizing antibodies can tag pathogens for phagocytosis in a process call opsonization 
or can activate the complement system to promote inflammation and pathogen 

destruction69.  

During GCs reactions, BCRs undergo further modifications by SHM (Figure 6C). Mutations 
introduced by SHM are random but the selection process in the light zone select BCRs 
without deleterious mutations that have improved affinity and for the selected antigens70. 
Often, SHM provides additional interactions between the antibody-antigen contact 

surface, decreasing the antibody off-rate resulting in higher affinity71. 

BCR repertoire studies are important to dissect the role of B cell clones in health and 
diseases. Analysis of expressed repertoires can identify signature features of the 
response in the context of tumors, infections, allergy, and autoimmune diseases72–76. For 

instance, an abnormal clonal expansion can be indicative of certain types of malignancies 
such as leukemia and lymphomas77,78. Another example is provided by the identification 
of features such as biased gene family usage, and different levels of SHM observed in 
autoimmune patients79–82. Different studies report how specific response against 
pathogens, or their antigens, is dependent on certain germline immunoglobulin alleles83–

86. Remarkable examples are provided by the need of IGHV1-2*02 for the generation of a 
specific class of broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) against HIV-187,88 or by more 
recent observations of biased gene usage in response against SARS-CoV-2 S protein89–

93. 

 

1.2 AIRR-seq 

With adaptive immune receptor repertoire sequencing (AIRR-Seq) we obtain thousands 
of cells in one sequencing run, allowing analysis of TCR or BCR gene usage, clonal 

expansion, affinity maturation (for BCRs) and selection. Prior to the development of deep 
sequencing techniques, gene usage in BCR and TCR repertoire studies utilized low-
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throughput technologies such as Sanger sequencing of cloned transcripts or FACS 

analysis with unpractical massive sets of V-specific antibodies94. 

Despite the availability of full genomic assemblies95,96, the adaptive immune receptor loci 
remain poorly defined due to their high complexity97–99. The extremely polymorphic 

nature and presence of several repeated sequences and frequent gene copy number 
variation makes them prone to mis-assemblies and misassignments using conventional 
short-read sequencing approaches. This has hampered the development of 
comprehensive databases of TCR and BCR germline V, D and J alleles, a critical 

requirement for accurate AIRR studies99,100. 

At present, germline gene databases for BCR and TCR V, D and J genes from different 
species are provided by the international ImMunoGeneTics information system (IMGT), 
which used different genome reference assemblies to identify these genes. Recent 
studies have shown how these sources do not encompass the full diversity and 

complexity of adaptive immune receptor loci as they are based only on a limited number 

of European individuals101. 

Recent studies performed by us and other groups utilize different approaches and novel 

technologies for repertoire analysis, briefly described in the following paragraphs 99,100,102–

104. 

1.2.1 Next generation sequencing 

Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies (also known as high-throughput 
sequencing) allow for deep parallel sequencing of different targets compared to standard 
sequencing methods (e.g., Sanger sequencing)105. There are different NGS technologies 
applied to AIRR-Seq protocols, each of them having advantages and disadvantages106. 
Here, I mainly focus on the technology provided by Illumina®, which is one utilized in the 

work performed for this thesis to produce libraries. 

Illumina® utilizes a “sequencing by synthesis” approach, which can cover up to 600 bp 
with their MiSeq platform. Briefly, during each MiSeq run, the sequencing target is 
immobilized on a flow cell and amplified to form clusters. Each sequence then undergoes 

different sequencing cycles where, in each cycle, a single fluorophore-labelled dNTP is 
added and the signal visualized. This provides efficient single base pair reading for roughly 
300 bp and is performed at both sequence termini for a total of 600 bp. This coverage is 
sufficient to retrieve full V(D)J sequences from BCRs and TCRs transcripts. Library 
preparation is a crucial step for NGS runs, as it’s one of the main determinants of the 

quality of the output. AIRR-Seq library preparations utilize either 5′RACE or 5′MTPX 
protocols107. 5′RACE library preparation doesn’t require extensive primer design but 
produce long amplicons that might exceed the coverage limit. Conversely, 5′MTPX 
protocols produce shorter amplicons but need careful primer design to incorporate all 
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target genes. Generally, 5′RACE are more apt to be used for repertoire analysis of species 

with little available adaptive immune receptor loci information while 5′MTPX can harness 
available data for precise primer design. Past and current members of my lab have worked 
extensively to improve library preparation protocols100,107. For human and NHPs libraries, 
the lab has established 5′MTPX protocols with constant-specific primers targeting 
proximal sequences to the V(D)J segment and a series of leader-specific primers to avoid 

primer bias against V gene variants. 

AIRR-Seq studies need generation of computational pipelines to handle and curate big 
datasets99,106,108–112. The work of this thesis is extensively based on the use of IgDiscover, a 

BCR and TCR germline gene inference tool developed by the Karlsson Hedestam lab99. 
Germline inference focuses on detecting germline sequences obtained from expressed 
rearranged V(D)J transcripts. The group has continued to develop IgDiscover, and the 
program now includes the module “plotallele”, which allows visualization of haplotypes, 
the module “clonotypes”, which clusters related V(D)J transcripts for the identification of 
clonal lineages and “corecount” which provides a means to validate genotypes and 

identify polymorphisms at the 3’ end of the transcript, otherwise difficult to capture using 
inference approaches. Our group constantly refines the computational pipelines for AIRR 
and germline gene inference, while other groups work on genomic approaches using long-

read sequencing113,114. 

1.2.2 Single cell sequencing 

The capability of isolating and sequencing single cells provides a powerful tool in many 
areas of biology. The main advantage provided to AIRR-Seq is the ability to identify paired 
(heavy and light for BCRs and alpha/beta for TCRs) chains sequences from single cells. 

The sequences can be used for the production of recombinant monoclonal antibodies 
(mAbs) or TCRs. In contrast, standard protocols involve sorting cells of interest into 
microtiter plates, amplifying the target of interest via PCR, and Sanger sequence paired 
chain transcripts103,115. This approach relies on standard molecular biology techniques and 
requires close to zero computational knowledge. However, these protocols are time 

consuming and rely heavily on the available workforce. 

Advancement in fluidics engineering resulted in the generation of microfluidic systems 
where minute quantity of fluid can be manipulated at will. Microfluidic systems can 
encapsulate single cells in droplets with all the necessary reagents needed for an 

experiment. For AIRR-Seq protocols, single cells are encapsulated with cDNA synthesis 
reagents to amplify BCR and TCR transcripts which can be then sequenced using NGS 
technologies. Microfluidics platforms employ two strategies to achieve paired chain 
sequencing: physically linking the receptor transcripts for cDNA synthesis or capturing 
cells with beads containing cell-specific barcodes to be used for downstream data 
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processing116–119. Microfluidic systems provide higher throughput than standard 

techniques but require post-sequencing processing of data. 

 

Figure 7. 10X single cell sequencing schematic. Cells are encapsulated in droplets generated via water in oil 
emulsion. Each droplet contains a single cell and a gel bead covered with oligonucleotides stretches. The cell 
is lysed, and the mRNA fragmented for the bead to capture. Reverse transcription produces cDNA with UMIs, 
cell barcodes and adaptors for library preparation. 

 

Eventually, commercialization of microfluidics systems granted access to researchers 
without extensive engineering background. As of now, 10X genomic provides an extremely 
user-friendly service with their Chromium platforms. The chromium platform 
encapsulates each cell with a solution of reagents and a bead containing a cellular 

barcode. After cell lysis, the transcript is fragmented and captured on the bead. The bead 
incorporates the cellular barcode in each transcript during the cDNA synthesis step. After 
sequencing, the short reads can be reconstructed for each individual cell. Availability of 

V(D)J kits allows for high throughput paired chain data generation. 

Future advancement in single cell sequencing is likely to improve resolution and 

throughput while improving accessibility to more labs. 

 

1.3 Anti-viral vaccine research 

The principle of vaccination is to elicit a pathogen-specific protective response that 
provides immunological memory without stimulating the adverse effect triggered by a 
potential infection with the same pathogen. The first anti-viral vaccines consisted of live 

attenuated pathogens that had limited replication capability or inactivated pathogens 

with no replication capability120. 
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Modern approaches aim at focusing the immune response on specific target antigens by 

generating sub-unit vaccines121,122. While initial sub-unit vaccines relied on protein extracts 
obtained from processed pathogens, modern products rely on multi-disciplinary 
expertise to identify and design target antigens, usually the surface antigen of viruses as 

these are targets for neutralizing antibodies (nAbs). 

This section briefly introduces concepts related to recent vaccine research findings 
related to viruses. To focus the discussion, I will discuss this section in the context of 

SARS-CoV-2 and usage of NHP models. 

1.3.1 SARS-CoV-2 

The 30th of January 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the status of 
Public Health Emergency of International Concern after the outbreak of a novel 
coronavirus in December 2019 in the city of Wuhan (Hubei, China). The virus, called SARS-

CoV-2 (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2), was identified as the cause of 
a wide range of symptoms, mostly affecting the respiratory system, characterizing the 
disease called coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). On the 11th of March 2020, the status 
of pandemic was declared by the WHO, causing not only massive concerns to public 

health but generating enormous socio-economical disorders all over the world. 

 

 

Figure 8. SARS-CoV-2 S structure overview. A) Pre-fusion S trimer with one RBD (in red) in the “up” 
conformation. Zoomed in interaction of RBD with ACE2. S structure from PDB entry 7T67. RBD-ACE2 structure 
from PDB entry 7E3J. B) RBD interaction with ACE2 (in green) triggers conformational changes which lead to 
viral-host membrane fusion. S-ACE2 structure from PDB entry 6CS2. Post-fusion S structure from PDB entry 
7E9T. 

 

SARS-CoV-2 is a positive single-stranded RNA virus of the genus of betacoronavirus that 
initiates infections by interacting with host angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)123,124. 

The virus interaction with ACE2 is mediated by the viral S protein, a homotrimer 
composed of two subunits, S1 and S2125,126. S1 contains the receptor binding domain (RBD), 
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a mobile domain that directly interface with ACE2, triggering viral membrane fusion and 

release of viral material. Once inside the cell, the virus highjacks host cellular pathways to 
promote viral proliferation while avoiding detection127. The S protein, and especially the 
RBD, is a major target for neutralizing antibodies and of central interest in vaccine 

studies128.  

The response of the scientific community to the pandemic was extraordinary, with 
vaccines being developed and rolled out at record speed. National and international 
efforts resulted in the production of vaccines with various platforms with most of the 
global population receiving multiple doses of the following vaccines:  adenovirus vectored 

vaccines (AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson/Janssen pharmaceuticals, Sputnik V, Bharat 
Biotech)129–132, mRNA vaccines (Moderna, Pfizer-BioNTech)133,134, recombinant protein 

vaccines (Novavax)135 and inactivated vaccines (Sinopharm, Sinovac)136,137.  

The viral landscape has change from the initial outbreak, with different SARS-CoV-2 

variants emerging at regular waves138. These variants are characterized by mutations 
granting advantages features, such as enhance virulence, enhanced infectivity or escape 
of neutralizing immunity. At the time this thesis is written, the subvariants of the Omicron 
clade make up most of the circulating viral landscape139,140. Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech 
have updated their vaccine to include Omicron variants in an attempt to repristinate 

global immunity141. 

1.3.2 Non-humane primate (NHP) model 

The usage of animal models in research is crucial to study the complex networks of 
reactions that characterize the immune system. Despite the development of new 
technologies and the ever-expanding power of computational tools, immunology 
research still cannot rely solely on in vitro or in silico experiments. Despite the fact that 
mouse models can be adapted for a variety of studies, NHPs are often required for final 

proof of concepts in infection and vaccination pre-clinical studies. 

The term NHP refers to many species of monkey from the old and the new world. In pre-
clinical studies the primary species of choice are Asian origin macaques such as Macaca 
mulatta (Rhesus macaques) or Macaca fascicularis (Cynomolgus macaques). Macaques 
display high homology to humans in both genetic, molecular, and cellular features and 

they are susceptible to many human infecting pathogens142–147.  

The usage of NHPs was crucial at the beginning of the pandemic to reveal the effect of 
infections, vaccination, and pharmacological therapies, opening the door to clinical trials. 

For example, NHPs have been used to study the virus's replication and distribution in 
different tissues148–154. How this correlates with disease severity and development of 
certain symptoms. Antiviral drugs were used on NHPs to test the capability of controlling 
infection and hampering replication155,156. The immune response against the virus was 
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analyzed through challenge and immunizations studies, with all the vaccine platform 

undergoing NHPs test before clinical trials128,138,148,152,157–172. 
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2 Research aims 
The goal of this thesis was to improve our understanding of adaptive immunity by 
combining sequencing and immunoassays for germline gene identification, AIRR analysis 

and functionality. 

In each individual paper the aims were: 

• Paper I: perform a comprehensive analysis of human germline TCR loci by 

including individuals from different populations and comparing TCR genes in 
modern human genomes with ancient human and NHPs genomes. 

• Paper II: characterize the humoral immune response in mouse and NHPs 
immunized with pre-fusion subunit SARS-CoV-2 S proteins aministred in adjuvant. 

• Paper III: determine the effect of an heterotypic protein boosts on the humral 
immune response in the context of a SARS-CoV-2 landscape with emerging 
variants. 

• Paper IV: track SARS-CoV-2 S immunization-elicited B cell lineages in NHPs, isolate 

mAbs and describe B cell lineages features, especially those with interesting 

neutralization profiles 
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3 Materials and methods 

3.1 Ethical considerations 

3.1.1 Human subjects 

The study in paper I involved samples obtained from human donors. In this setting is 
crucial to protect individual privacy. The study was performed by following the regulations 
of national and international bodies. To summarize the most important aspects of these 

regulations: 

1) The purpose of the research study must be explained to the participants and only 
those who give their consent to provide samples can be included in the study. 

2) Their identity is kept secret and confidential by using anonymizing codes. 
3) The raw data is kept on secure servers and can only be accesed via data sharing 

agreement.  

Since our study involved handling of sequencing information, possible dilemmas can arise 
when disease associated genetic variants are identified. This type of communication is 
not straightforward as the individual set of moral and ethical principles might be too 
complex to predict the best course of action. However, such associations are currently 

not known for TCR genes as they have not been studied in detail. Thus, I did not foresee 

any ethical dilemmas of this sort. 

The studies have been conducted after approval of the following ethical permits and 

amendments: #2006/893-31/4, #2011/222-31/1, #2013/550-32, #2013/549-32 and 

#2018/2354-32. 

3.1.2 Non-human primates 

The NHP model was used in papers II, III and IV. Despite technological advancements in 
biomedical research, there are no comprehensive in-vitro or in-silico replacements that 
mimic complex system interactions. Of all animal models, NHPs provide the highest level 
of homology with humans and this model is therefore important for immunology and 

infection studies.  

During the course of the studies present in this thesis, I adhered to the three Rs of animal 

research 

• Replacement: we use our macaques after appropriate results have been observed 
in vitro or in small mammals. 

• Reduction: our macaques were part of previous vaccine studies, and the smallest 

sample size was employed for our SARS-CoV-2 projects. 
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• Refinement: our macaques were housed at the Astrid Fagraeus Laboratory facility 

where they udnerwent optimal housing conditions, enriched caring routines and 

regular checks. 

The germline alleles identified in these projects will be added to the macaque 
immunoglobulin germline V, D, J database housed by our group (http://kimdb.gkhlab.se/). 
In the long run, the information collected in these studies might benefit the collective 
understanding we have of these animals in and outside pre-clinical contexts. Furthermore, 
I hope that the information gathered in my study will contribute to more efficient future 

NHP studies. 

The work performed aimed to add useful knowledge about vaccine research. Vaccines 
represent the most efficient health intervention strategy against pathogens and diseases 

currently available. 

The studies have been conducted after approval of the following ethical permits and 

amendments: #18427-2019 and #10895-2020. 

3.2 Sampling 

In paper I PBMCs were isolated from whole blood samples collected with informed 
consent from healthy volunteer donors that enabled the donors to self-identify their 

population group and from a cohort of malaria-infected individuals from central Africa. 

In paper II, III and IV, blood, LNs, BM and spleen samples obtained throughout the 
vaccination regimens were collected after were performed under sedation with 10-15 

mg/kg ketamine (Ketaminol 100 mg/ml, Intervet, Sweden) administered intramuscularly. 

Mononuclear cells were isolated from blood and BM samples via density-gradient 
centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque. Mononuclear cells were isolated from LNs and spleen 

single cell suspensions using 70 μm cell strainers. 

3.3 Immunizations 

In paper II and IV, macaques were immunized with stabilized spike trimer (100 µg) mixed 
in 75 µg of Matrix-M (Novavax AB). Macaques were immunized intramuscularly with half 

of the dose administered in each quadricep. 

In paper III, macaques were immunized with stabilized spike trimer (2 µg) mixed in 50 µg 

of Matrix-M (Novavax AB) and subsequently boosted with either 2 µg (H05), 10 µg (H06), 
or 50 µg (H07) of soluble RBD in 50 µg of Matrix-M. Macaques were immunized 

intramuscularly with half of the dose administered in each quadricep. 

http://kimdb.gkhlab.se/
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3.4 Immunoassays 

3.4.1 ELISA 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) were used to characterize binding 
specificity of plasma (paper II) and mAbs (paper IV). 

Overall, ELISAs were performed by coating ELISA plates overnight at 4°C with 100 µL of 
prefusion-stabilized S protein or RBD at a concentration of 1 µg/ml in 1x PBS. Plasma 
samples or mAbs, serially diluted in blocking solution, were added, and incubated for 2 

hours at room temperature. Antibody-antigen interaction was detected using 100 µL 
HRP-conjugated anti-monkey IgG Fc (Nordic MUbio) diluted 1:20,000 in PBS-T for plasma. 
Detection of mAbs was performed by using 100 μL of HRP-conjugated anti-human Fcγ 
Ab (Jackson ImmunoResearch) diluted to 1:10 000 in PBS-T. EC50 titers were calculated 

from the posterior median value midway between the plate minimum and maximum. 

3.4.2 Pseudovirus neutralization assay 

Pseudovirus neutralization assays were used to detect neutralization capability of plasma 

(paper II, III) and mAbs (paper IV). 

Plasma samples were heat inactivated at 56°C for 60 min. Pseudotyped lentiviruses 
displaying S from the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic founder variant (Wu-Hu-1) variants of 
concerns and packaging a firefly luciferase reporter gene were generated by the co-
transfection of HEK293T cells using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) per the 

manufacturer’s protocols. On paper II pseudotyped viruses sufficient to generate 
~100,000 relative light units (RLUs) were incubated with serial dilutions of plasma for 60 
min at 37°C in a 96-well plate, and then ~15,000 HEK293T-ACE2 cells were added to each 
well. On paper III pseudotyped viruses sufficient to generate ~50,000 RLUs were 
incubated with serial dilutions of plasma for 60 min at 37°C in a 96-well plate, and then 

~15,000 HEK293T-ACE2 cells were added to each well. On paper IV pseudotyped viruses 
sufficient to generate ~30,000 RLUs were incubated with serial three-fold dilutions of 
mAbs for 60 min at 37°C in a 96-well plate, and then ~10,000 HEK293T-ACE2 cells were 
added to each well. IC50 titers were interpolated as the reciprocal serum dilution at which 

RLUs were reduced by 50% relative to control wells in the absence of serum. 

3.4.3 B cell ELISpot 

In paper II, ELISpot immunoassays were used to assess the presence of S-specific 

memory B cells.  

ELISpot plates were coated overnight at 4°C with 10 µg/ml anti-human Fcγ (Jackson 
ImmunoResearch). Serially diluted PBMCs were plated and incubated overnight at 37°C, 
5% CO2 after previous cultured for 72 h in supplemented complete media supplemented. 
The following biotinylated probes were used: 2.5 ng/ml goat anti-human Fcg (Jackson 
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ImmunoResearch) to detect total IgG, 1 mg/ml prefusion-stabilized spike protein or 3 

mg/ml ovalbumin to detect, respectively, total IgG and antigen-specific IgG. Spots were 

counted using an Immunospot analyzer. 

3.4.4 Analysis of T cell response 

In paper II, T cells reactivity was determined by intracellular staining of target cytokines 

IFNγ, IL-2 and IL-13. 

Cryopreserved PBMCs were thawed and rested for 3 hours at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. 

Afterwards, PBMCs were incubated with SARS-CoV-2 S overlapping peptide pool (OLP, 
JPT Peptide Technologies) at 2 µg/mL or recombinant Spike trimer 57 at 10 µg/mL. DMSO 
was used as a negative control, and Staphylococcal Enterotoxin B (Sigma-Aldrich) was 
used as a positive control. Brefeldin A (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to block Golgi 
apparatus transport and inhibit cytokines secretion. Surface marker staining preceded 

intracellular staining. Stained cells were fixed using 1% formaldehyde and acquired with 

LSRFortessa flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). 

3.4.5 Analysis of γδTCR reactivity to BTNLs 

In paper I, TRGV4 allelic variation effect on BTNLs reactivity was tested in vitro using 
Jurkat reporter cell lines JE6-1 cell lines. TRGV4*02 and TRGV4*02_S0072 were 

analyzed in this assay. 

TCR-expressing JE6-1 reporter cells were added on top of BTNL3/8- or empty vector-
transfected HEK293T cells and cocultured for 18 hours before staining. As a positive 
control, the reporter cells were cultured in 96- well plate pre-coated with 10 µg/ml anti-
CD3ε antibody. Samples activities were acquired on BD LSR Fortessa flow cytometer (BD 

Biosciences). 

3.5 Monoclonal antibody production 

In paper IV, V(D)J sequences from single cell analysis were used to produce mAbs. 

Sequences were re-adapted for Gibson assembly cloning by inserting complementary 

overlapping sequences to the expression vectors human Igγ1 H, Igκ1 or Igλ2 leader and 
constant regions. Gibson cloning was conducted by mixing the digested vector and the 
V(D)J insert with 2X Gibson Assembly Master Mix (New England BioLabs) as per 
manufacturer instructions. The reaction product was transformed into XL10-Gold 
Ultracompetent cells (Agilent) and cultures were scaled up to obtain a suitable quantity 

of plasmid for expression in HEK293F cells. Transfection was carried out by adding a 
transfection mix to HEK293F cells composed of heavy chain vector, light chain vector, 
FreeStyle™ MAX Reagent and Opti-MEM. The supernatant was harvested after 7 days and 
mAbs were purified using gravity driven column purification with Protein G Sepharose 
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(Cytivia). After elution, mAbs were diluted in PBS and concentrated using Pierce™ Protein 

Concentrators with a cutoff of 30 kDa. 

3.6 Sequencing 

3.6.1 Sanger genomic validation 

In paper I, a set of novel alleles were validated by Sanger sequencing following target PCR 
amplification using primers located upstream of exon 1 and downstream of exon 2 of each 

V gene or targeting the genomic sequence flanking a J gene. Novel alleles were identified 
from DNA extracted from our donors and from DNA samples of 1000 Genome project 

samples. 

3.6.2 NGS library preparation 

In paper I, human TCR cDNA libraries were created using chain specific cDNA synthesis 
primers. Individual primers specific for the constant regions of TRA, TRB, TRG and TRD to 
produce, using the Sensiscript cDNA synthesis kit (Qiagen). This cDNA synthesis primers 
also includes a 21 nucleotide UMI that is present in the amplified product and is used in 

downstream computational analysis. TCR library amplification was performed separately 
for TRA, TRB, TRG and TRD using chain specific 5’MTPX primer sets, along with a universal 
reverse primer that recognizes the amplification target site present in the 5’ tail of the 
chain specific cDNA synthesis primer. The TCR library PCR products were subsequently 
gel purified and indexed for sequencing using the index primer sets and conditions 

described in Vazquez Bernat et al, 2019107. 

In paper IV, macaque BCR cDNA libraries were created using heavy chain IgM and IgG 
specific cDNA synthesis primers100. This cDNA synthesis primers also includes a 21 
nucleotide UMI that is present in the amplified product and is used in downstream 

computational analysis. Libraries were prepared using a 5’MTPX protocol described in 

Vazquez Bernat et al, 2019107.  

All libraries were sequenced with 15% PhiX174 DNA and the Illumina Version 3 (2 × 300 bp) 

sequencing kit using a MiSeq 3x300 platform (Illumina). 

3.6.3 Single cell sequencing 

In paper IV, single B cells were sorted with a FACSAria cell sorter (BD Bioscience) using a 
biotinylated S probe. Prior to sorting, TotalSeq-C hashing barcodes for downstream 
sample identification were added to terminal samples from H03 and PBMCs from blood 

samples obtained from I10.  

The sorted cells were processed with the 10X Chromium, sequencing ‘5’ V(D)J’ enriched 
libraries, and TotalSeq-C feature barcode libraries. As Rhesus macaques are not a species 
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directly supported by 10X, we adapted the “Human” 10X kit by spiking-in a mix of Ig 

constant-region primers from Brochu et al., 2020173. 

3.7 Bioinformatic tools 

3.7.1 IgDiscover 

IgDiscover was used in paper I and IV to infer the germline adaptive immune receptor 
repertoire of each studied individual. Different IgDiscover modules have been used to 

accommodate specific analysis. 

In paper I, TCR libraries were processed using IgDiscover (v.1.0.1). In brief, the R1 and R2 
sequence reads were merged, the UMIs were extracted, and the sequences were assigned 

to a starting database, consisting of the IMGT TCR reference database for each TCR chain. 
The IgDiscover program assigns each TCR sequence to the closest database reference 
sequence and calculates specific nucleotides that differ from this assignment. The 
identification of a consensus sequence that differs from a starting database sequence 
results in a potential candidate novel germline sequence. The program then uses a series 
of filters designed to identify features of germline sequences and to remove non-germline 

sequences from the set of candidate sequences. These filters, primarily based on the 
identification of multiple CDR3s or Js associated with candidate Vs or multiple CDR3s and 
Vs associated with candidate Js, function to identify unique V and J sequences that are 
utilized in multiple independent rearrangements. In addition, the program filters 
sequences for clonal expansion to handle expanded TCR clones can interfere with 

germline inference processes by obscuring heterozygous alleles of the same gene. 

The corecount module was used to analyze the chain-specific genotype of each 
individual. The corecount module inputs the set of filtered sequences produced by 

IgDiscover. For each gene, unique UMI containing sequences identical to alleles in the 
database are counted. In contrast to the germline inference process the corecount 
genotypic analysis module enables identification of low expressed genes. Corecount 
genotypic analysis was performed on V and J sequences from all libraries and D 

sequences from TRB and TRD libraries. 

The module plotalleles from IgDiscover was used to infer individual’s haplotype. The 
module is based on the principle that heterozygous J or D alleles can be used to map 
associated V alleles to the appropriate chromosomal region. V(D)J recombination occurs 
locally on a single chromosome and so a heterozygous J or D allele will only recombine 

with V alleles present on that chromosomal region and not on the corresponding locus of 
the other heterozygous chromosome. Hence maternally derived V alleles will associate 
with the maternally derived J or D allele and paternally derived V alleles will likewise only 
associate with the paternally derived J or D alleles on that chromosome. The plotalleles 
module creates a phased map of V and J alleles present based on the heterozygous J or 
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D content of that case. In addition, heterozygous V alleles enable the identification of J or 

D gene deletion within the library. Haplotype analysis is utilized for two purposes. First it 
is a useful validation process. The clear separation of a heterozygous novel germline allele 
serves as a means of validating the germline inference process. Secondly, the process 
enables the identification of structural or expression-based variation in each genotype, 
enabling the identification of duplications, deletions or loss of expression that may be due 

to recombination associated genomic variation. IgDiscover based inferred haplotype 
analysis was performed as described previously in Vázquez Bernat et al, 2021100, using the 

appropriate heterozygous TCR anchors. 

In paper IV, IgM libraries synthesized from blood samples obtained before the vaccination 
regimen were used to generate individual germline repertoire via inference analysis using 
IgDiscover version v1.0.0 with default settings. The reference database for the analysis 
was obtained from KIMDB (http://kimdb.gkhlab.se/) by pooling both Rhesus and 

Cynomolgus databases and removing duplicates. 

Bulk IgG libraries were processed with IgDiscover for assignment of individual VDJ 
germline repertoire. The module clonotype was used to determine B cell clonal lineages 
using post-processed 10X single cell data as reference together with bulk IgG libraries. 
Lineages were defined by identical V and J allele assignments, identical CDR3 lengths, and 

permitting a maximum of 20% mismatches to nucleotide CDR3 sequences. If single cell 
sequences with different light chain assignments were assigned to the same lineage, the 
lineage was redefined by also considering same V and J allele assignment of the light chain 

and same CDR3 length. 

3.7.2 10X data processing 

The single cell VDJ read assembly identified in paper IV was run in CellRanger’s “de novo” 
mode, to avoid reference bias, since CellRanger lacks a Rhesus macaque reference 
database. The filtered contigs files were then assigned to individualized H03 or I10 IGH 

database and IGK + IGL IMGT database. Non-productive sequences or sequences without 
CDR3 identification were removed. Subsequently, we filtered cells with multiple IGH, IGK 
or IGL assignments and cells with presence of both IGK and IGL. Finally, we set a strict 
threshold for hashing barcode assignment. The sequences with maximum value of counts 
per hash lower than 20 were classified as “Low_counts”. Hashes accounting for >= 60% 
of all counts were selected for assignment. Otherwise, the sequences were classified as 

“Unassigned”. 

3.7.3 Custom scripts 

Different custom scripts were written using python, R or Julia for specific analysis or 

plotting throughout all the papers. 
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In paper II, III and IV, ELISAs curves were fitted using a four parametric logistic regression 

after minimum-maximum normalization for each plate. 

In paper IV, bulk IgG libraries were polished using a denoising processing tool called the 
Fast Amplicon Denoising (FAD) described in Kumar et al. (2019) and removed chimeric 

sequences (likely due to PCR recombination between unrelated antibodies) using a 

hidden Markov model designed for this purpose. 

During B cell lineage identification, when light chain allele assignment was ambiguous, we 
manually assigned the light chain by computing a maximum-likelihood analysis using 

FastTree with the full germline database. Sequences clustered together were assigned to 
the closest germline light chain. In case of divergent light chains, lineage assignment was 
determined by minimum levenshtein distance using each single cell heavy chain 
sequence as reference. Sequences from each lineage were then aligned using MAFFT 
v7.490. The alignment was used as input to FastTree (compiled with the double-precision 

flag) to compute phylogenetic trees. The function phylo::reroot from R package “phytools 
v1.2-0” was used to root the tree to an inferred germline sequence. Germline CDR3 
inference was performed using the Julia package “MolecularEvolution” using a HKY85 

substitution model. 
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4 Results & discussion 

4.1 Paper I – Individualized TCR genotyping reveal extensive diversity 
and regions of introgression from Neanderthal ancestors 

The current knowledge on the TCR germline loci is based on a limited number of 
individuals of European origin, collected in the IMGT database61,101. While genetic inter-
individual diversity is increasingly appreciated for other immune related loci174–177, AIRR-
Seq faced unprecedent challenges due to the genetic features of the TCR and BCR loci101. 
In paper I, we used IgDiscover to determine V, D and J germline composition of alpha, 

beta, gamma, and delta loci from 45 individuals from Africa, Europe, East Asian and South 
Asia (Figure 9). Additionally, we included publicly available TCR libraries from five 

monozygotic twin pairs in the analysis. 

 

Figure 9. Study design overview. We obtained blood samples from participants from different populations. 
mRNA from PBMCs was used to produce TCR chains-specific libraries. The libraries were analyzed with 
IgDiscover for personalized germline gene inference. 

 

Generation of personalized databases allowed the identification of a total of 175 novel V 
and J allelic variants: 76 TRAV (of which 8 shared with the delta locus), 65 TRBV, 15 TRGV, 

one TRDV, 17 TRAJ and 4 TRBJ. All the novel J alleles and 63.4% of novel V alleles consisted 

in variants with at least one codon change. 

Comparison of individuals genotypes at both genetic and allelic levels revealed an 

extremely diverse repertoire landscape. We observed higher level of heterozygosity in the 
V genes of the alpha locus (Figure 10A) compared to the beta locus (Figure 10B) and 
instances of structural variations in form of homozygous or hemizygous loss of expression 
of several genes. Loss of expression can be explained by either complete absence of the 
genomic sequence or by presence of mutations that ablate expression. In our dataset, we 

confirmed genomic absence of TRGV4 and TRGV5 in one of the donors as well as 

presence of variations resulting in stop codons or splicing site removal in others. 
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Figure 10. Individuals TRAV and TRBV gene content. A) Individuals TRAV and B) TRBV genes variation. Donors 
ID arranged on the x axis are grouped by population. V genes on the y axis are arranged by chromosomal 
order. 

 

Loss of expression of some genes might influence T cell subsets with semi-invariant TCRs. 

For instance, we reported the example of TRAJ12, where loss of expression was 
homozygous for two individuals and hemizygous for other two individuals. TRAJ12 usage 
determines one of the three main subsets MAIT cells, the TRAV1-2/TRAJ12 subset, 
identifiable by CDR3 sequence CAXXDSSYKLIF178. The two individuals with homozygous 
loss of TRAJ12 did not show any presence of TRAV1-2/TRAJ12 CDR3s while the other 

MAIT CDR3s subsets were identifiable. Interestingly, one of the individuals with 
hemizygous loss of TRAJ12 showed absence of TRAV1-2/TRAJ12 CDR3s. Haplotype 
analysis revealed that its functional TRAJ12 was placed on the same haplotype of TRAV1-
2*03_S6094, a non-functional allele (Figure 10A, donor D34). Hence, the TRAV1-
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2/TRAJ12 composition on each chromosome lacked the presence of functional genes to 

generate TRAV1-2/TRAJ12 CDR3s. 

Despite the finding that most novel alleles were found in all the population included in the 
study, each locus presented cases with remarkable different allele usage frequencies, 

where certain population, particularly apparent in the African donors, carried some 
exclusive alleles. These observations are consistent with previous reports on sub-Saharan 
Africans genomic diversity179. Our observation was further validated by comparison of 
SNPs data from the 1000 Genome Project (1KGP). Overall, several alleles were present in 
multiple individuals from the African population group but absent in others including one 

TRAJ, 11 TRAV, 17 TRBV and two TRGV alleles. Furthermore, one TRAV allele and three TRBV 
alleles were exclusive to Europeans, two TRAV and two TRBV alleles to East Asians and 

one TRAV and one TRBV allele exclusive to South Asians. 

 

Figure 11. TRGV4 alleles genomic and functional analysis. A) Population-based allele frequencies. For each 
allele, donor usage frequencies (left) are compared to frequencies from 1KGP (right). B) Amino acid sequence 
alignment of TRGV4*01, TRGV4*02, and TRGV4*02_S0072. C) BTNL3 reactivity analysis of TRGV4*02 vs 
TRGV*02_S0072. From left to right, regulation of surface CDR3, NFAT, and NFκB. Two independent 
experiments were performed with each reporter cell line, one with a single replicate (filled symbols) and one 
with 3 technical replicates (empty symbols). *<0.05 and ** < 0.005 by Wilcoxon-signed rank test. 
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We also reported the opposite trend, several alleles were common but absent in specific 

populations. The most prominent example is represented by TRGV4 alleles. TRGV4 
showed a surprising level of allelic variation with TRGV4*02_S2864, TRGV4*02_S5289 
and TRGV4*02_S9926 with African specificity while TRGV4*02_S0072 was frequent in 

the European, South Asian, and East Asian groups (Figure 11A). 

We then compared our findings with TCR gene sequences from four high coverage 
archaic reference assemblies of three Neanderthals, namely Vindija, Chagarskya and 
Altai, and the single Altai Denisovan. Despite we observed that most of the TCR alleles 
are shared between modern and archaic humans, we identified three regions of 

introgression. These regions encompass four alleles shared between non-Africans and 
the Vindija Neanderthal: TRAV12-2*02_S6060, TRAJ24*02_S1049, TRAJ26*01_S5236, 

and TRGV4*02_S0072. 

The introgressed TRGV4*02_S0072 allele showed similarity to TRGV4 alleles of great 

apes and contained 8 nucleotide differences compared to the closest known human 
TRGV4 allele, TRGV4*02, resulting in four amino acid changes in the CDR1, CDR2 and HV4 
regions of the V gene (Figure 11B). We tested if this allele results in functional changes in 
γδTCRs. Previous reports described the interaction between γδTCRs and BTNL3/BTNL8 
via HV4 and CDR2 loops of TRGV4 binding to BTNL347,180,181. In co-culture experiments 

with BTNL3/BTNL8-expressing target cells we showed that TRGV4*02_S0072-using 
TCR exhibited markedly reduced TCR downregulation as well as reduced NFAT-GFP or 

NFκB-CFP reporter activity (Figure 11C). 

In conclusion, the data reported in paper I revealed previously unreported novel alleles 

and high levels of diversity in the TCR loci. Novel alleles with coding changes variation may 
impact on function. Comparative analysis with available primate assemblies reveals 
similar degrees of diversity, especially in the CDRs sequences, and presence of variants 

with stop codons. 

AIRR analysis is important to study the immune systems dynamics in health and diseases. 
The TCR repertoire may determine how the response against certain antigens is 
modulated182–186. It was reported that the T cell response to the M1 epitope of influenza 
was limited and utilized a public TCR that involved the use of TRBV19 and 
TRAV38/TRAJ5259. TRAV26-2 was shown to be the most commonly used TRAV gene in 

response to an HLA-A2 restricted cytomegalovirus epitope187. TRAJ12, TRAJ20 and 
TRAJ33 genes are frequently found rearranged to TRAV1-2 MAIT cells semi-invariant 
TCRs178,188,189. MAIT cells have been shown to differentially respond to bacterial and viral 
challenge190,191. Collectively, our data reports several instances of allelic variants with loss 

of function on these genes. 

Many novel alleles show variation in the CDR3 region, particularly polymorphisms in the 5’ 
end of the J gene.  Reports indicate that germline-encoded variations affecting CDRs may 
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shape the T cell repertoire185,192,193. Other studies indicated differential binding to peptide-

MHC modulated by single allelic variations56. 

Concrete evidence of germline function modulation is represented by 
TRGV4*02_S0072, identified in this study, which alters cell activation by BTNL3/BTNL8 

interaction. BTNL3/BTNL8 is an important regulator of intestinal intraepithelial Vg4+ T 

cells, which have immunomodulatory effects during inflammation and cancer181,194,195. 

The results of paper I indicate extensive genetic diversity in expressed TCR genes at the 
population level. The origin of this diversity likely involves demographic evolutionary 

events such as mutation, natural selection, population bottlenecks and gene flow between 
modern populations and, historically, between modern and archaic human populations196. 
This is demonstrated by identification of Neanderthal introgressed regions and 
comparison of repertoires from NHP assemblies. The database of human TCR germline 
alleles produced here is intended to assist future research in identifying important 

aspects of TCR biology that may have previously been overlooked. 
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4.2 Paper II - Adjuvanted spike protein immunization elicits potent 
and durable neutralizing humoral immune response 

Shortly after the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 and pandemic was declared, it was clear that 
rapid and effective prophylactic measures were needed, including protective vaccines. 

In paper II, we sought to investigate the 
humoral immune response elicited by 
immunization regimens consisting of S 

subunits in mice and NHPs. We first 
tested in our mouse model the effect of 
immunization regimens composed of 
either adjuvated pre-fusion stabilized S 
or RBD. A total of 24 mice were injected 
with three immunizations at week 0, 4 

and 7 of either 5 µg S, 25 µg S, 5 µg RBD, 
25 µg RBD or 50 µg RBD. In S immunized 
mice, neutralizing antibody responses 
were already detectable after priming, 
with escalating potency after each 

boost. In contrast, RBD immunized mice 
showed detectable neutralization only 

after two immunizations with 50 µg RBD, while a third immunization (second boost) 

elicited potent neutralizing antibodies regardless of the RBD dose (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 13. NHP plasma neutralization and S-specific memory B cell formation. A) Plasma ID50 titers from S 
immunized NHPs. Seropositive donors depicted as in figure 12. B) B cell ELISPOT analysis of in vitro 
differentiated memory B cells 2 weeks after the second immunization.  

 

 

Figure 12. Immunized mice serum neutralization. 
Serum ID50 titers from S immunized, RBD immunized, and 
unimmunized mice (empty dots). S+ (5 mg S, orange 
dot); S++ (25 mg S, red dots); RBD+ (5 mg RBD, cyan 
dots); RBD++ (25 mg RBD, blue dots); RBD+++ (50 mg 
RBD, navy dots). ID50 titers from seropositive donors 
(black dots) obtained from Castro Dopico X. et al.197. 
Shaded grey band corresponds to the median and 
interquartile range of the neutralization potency of 
aforementioned donors. 
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Consequently, we sought to investigate the response in three Rhesus macaques 

immunized with 100 µg pre-fusion stabilized S mixed in 75 µg of Matrix-M.  The 
immunization regimen consisted of three immunizations at weeks 0, 4 and 9. Detectable 
antigen-specific IgG and neutralizing responses were measured already 2 weeks after 
priming (Figure 13A). Remarkably, a second dose boosted the response to extremely high 
neutralization titers. Additional boosting did not further raise peak neutralizing titers. Two 

immunizations of adjuvated S were sufficient to establish S-specific memory B cells 

(Figure 13B). 

 

Figure 14 Antibody response durability. A) Binding antibody titers and B) neutralization antibody titers in NHPs 
over a following period of 4 months following the last immunization. 

 

At the time we had these results (Jun 2020 – Sep 2020), studies of natural infection and 
pre-clinical vaccine studies reported that neutralizing antibodies were elicited in both 
settings167,198–203. However, data on long lasting durability of elicited response were lacking. 
To address this, we regularly sampled the macaques over a 4-month period after the last 
immunization. Binding titers (Figure 14A) and neutralization titers (Figure 14B) decreased 

significantly in the first 8 weeks, with an estimate of 10-fold and 4-fold decrease from 
peak response, respectively. Over the following weeks, waning response stabilized, slowly 
decaying to a slightly less 2-fold decrease, indicative of a lost-lasting response. However, 
additional time points taken considerably later would be needed to draw firm conclusion 
abouts the durability of the response following vaccination. Furthermore, we only followed 
antibody titers without performing challenge experiments. Consequently, we did not have 

any readout on antibody related protective effects. From studies performed by others, 
we know that adjuvated protein sub-unit immunizations generate detectable antibody 
neutralizing titers in upper and lower airways204–206. Intranasal and intratracheal challenge 
revealed reduced viral replication in this compartment with little signs of inflammation. 
Furthermore, passive transfer experiments show grant protection in mouse models. This 

is reflected in other studies performed with other vaccine platforms and passive transfer 

experiments167,171,199,201,207–210. 
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Collectively, the data reported in paper II provided promising perspective for protein-

based vaccines. Elicitation of potent long-lasting neutralization titers and detection of S-

specific memory B cells are optimal outcomes of immunization regimens. 
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4.3 Paper III - Heterotypic RBD boost elicits cross-neutralizing 
protective antibody responses 

The race for vaccine developments against SARS-CoV-2 registered record speed, with 
several candidates reaching phase III clinical trials. However, the global pandemic 

landscape was changing as several variants appeared with increased frequency in 
different parts of the world. Variants with immune escape mutations were of particular 

concern as they could undermine acquired immunity211–213. 

 

Figure 15. Heterotypic immunization regimen. NHP individual plasma ID50 throughout the whole immunization 
regimen. Ancestral strain neutralization in blue, beta strain neutralization in red. Immunization and antigens 
indicated with syringes. 

 

In Paper III, we investigated the effect of heterotypic immunization regimens using a 
boosting with the RBD from the beta variant. Three macaques were immunized at weeks 
0 and 4 with 2 µg pre-fusion stabilized S protein derived from ancestral strain. Neutralizing 

titers were already detectable after a single dose against ancestral strain, but not the beta 
variant (Figure 15). Response after boosting was considerably more potent and detectable 
also against beta. However, beta neutralization was on average 9-fold less potent than 
neutralization of the ancestral stain. Consistent with the findings of paper II, neutralizing 
titers showed a significant decrease in the first weeks following a second immunization 

with subsequent waning stabilization. 

Figure 16. SARS-CoV-2 variants 
cross-neutralization. Post-2 vs 
post-vRBD cross-neutralization of 
SARS-CoV-2 variants (color coded 
dots: Wu-Hu-1 (blue), beta (red), 
alpha (green), gamma (yellow), and 
delta (orange). SARS-CoV-1 was 
included as well (empty dots). Each 
animal is represented with a dot. 
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Six months after first immunization, macaques were boosted with a beta RBD at different 

doses: 2 µg for H05, 10 µg for H06 and 50 µg for H07. We then followed up the response 
in the next 4 weeks. H05 had to be terminated earlier due to an unrelated illness. Potent 
cross-neutralizing response was readily detected in all macaques, suggesting recruitment 
of cross-neutralizing memory B cells elicited by former immunizations (Figure 15). We then 
investigated the effect of the heterotypic boost in eliciting cross-neutralization to 

unrelated variants (Figure 16). Lateral comparison of plasma from post second S boost 
(post-S) and post beta-RBD boost (post-vRBD) revealed superior neutralization of alpha, 
gamma, and delta variants, as well as SARS-CoV-1. Plasma cross-neutralization was 
investigated also for the macaques involved in paper II, whose regimen costing of three 
ancestral S protein immunization. Reduced variants immunization persisted throughout 

the whole immunization regimen, indicating cross-reactive B cells were recalled only by 

the heterotopic boost. 

 

 

 

 

 

We investigated the prophylactic properties of cross-reactive plasma in our K18-hACE2 
mouse model (Figure 17). Briefly, mice were passively infused with post-S plasma or post-
vRBD plasma before being challenged with lethal dose of either ancestral or beta virus. 
The mice were monitored for weight loss, a proxy of disease severity. Control mice were 

injected only with PBS. While both mice infused with post-S plasma and post-vRBD were 
completely protected against weight loss after ancestral challenge, only post-vRBD 

infused mice were protected against beta challenge. 

Reduced efficacy of acquired immunity against beta and other variants was reported in 
infected and vaccinated individuals214–221. While there was concern that original antigenic 
sin, as observed for influenza A virus222–224, could compromise immunity against infections 
with other variants, our data demonstrated that heterotypic boosting elicited potent 
cross-neutralizing responses in our setting. This effect was observed even at low 

Figure 17. Passive infusion of plasma obtained 
after heterotopic boost confers protection in 
mouse model. Mice weight loss at day 6 after 
challenge. Unchallenged mice are shown in gray. 
Groups with significant weight loss compared to 
uninfected mice are annotated directly above 
the dots of that group. Pairwise group 
comparison displayed above square brackets. 
**p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant. 
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immunogen dosage and is consistent with similar observation from other groups225–228. 

Despite the finding from our mouse experiments in paper II, suggesting that RBD is a poor 
priming immunogen, boosting with RBD resulted in potent neutralization titers making it a 

promising candidate for vaccine recall formats. 
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4.4 Paper IV – tracing of immunization elicited B cell linages elucidate 
dissemination to different compartments and identify broadly 
neutralizing antibodies 

In paper IV, we sought to investigate more in detail the elicited response in two of the 
macaques reported in paper II. Here, we identified B cell lineages elicited by ancestral S 
protein immunizations and followed their evolution throughout the immunization regimen 

by investigating different immune related compartments. 

 

Macaques H03 and I10 underwent regular immunization and sampling phases, 

summarized in figure 14A, of blood, BM and LNs. An extra boost was performed at week 
30 and 31 to I10 and H03., followed by termination of H03 and blood sampling of I10 at 
week 32 (Figure 18). We then used a C-terminally biotinylated prefusion-stabilized S 
trimer to sort B cells from I10 blood and four different compartments collected at week 
32: two distinct iLN-R (iLN-R1 and iLN-R2), spleen, and pooled non-draining LNs (mesLN, 
medLN, axLN, and perLN, all together as LNOther). Sorted cells single cell 5′ V(D)J 

sequencing using Chromium (10X Genomics) modifying the 10X V(D)J enrichment steps 
by spiking in NHP-specific constant-region primers. The resulting paired heavy and light 
chain sequences were used as basis for identifying S-specific lineages on bulk IgG 
libraries prepared from samples obtained through the whole vaccination regimen. To 
improve lineage identification, we generated individualized germline databases of heavy 

chain V and J alleles for each animal and combined it with light chain alleles available from 

IMGT. 

A total of 199 and 41 clonal lineages were identified for H03 and I10, respectively (Figure 
19). Lineages were traced in blood, LNs, and BM samples collected at different time points, 

as well as from spleen samples obtained at termination. In general, lineages that could be 

Figure 18. Study design. Two NHPs, 
H03 and I10, were inoculated four 
times with a pre-fusion stabilized S 
adjuvated with Matrix-M, indicated 
by syringes. Samplings of blood, 
LNs, BM and spleen are indicated 
with a red, green, blue, and purple 
drop, respectively. The samples 
obtained were used to produce bulk 
IgG heavy chain libraries. Samples 
from week 0 were used to 
determine the individual NHP 
germline heavy chain database with 
IgDiscover. Samples from week 32 
were used to sort B cells to undergo 
10X single cell V(D)J sequencing. 
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traced at early time points corresponded to larger clonal disseminations and showed 
greater persistence throughout the immunization regimen. For instance, most of the 
lineages detected in blood after priming (week 2) were identified in all 96 samples 

obtained thereafter. H03 lineage dataset proved to be richer than I10, which prompted us 
to pursue the study of its lineages more in details. Interestingly, perLN and spleen were 
characterized by elevated count of lineage members, especially if compared to axLN and 
mesLN obtained at the same time, denoting preferential recruitment to those 
compartments. Lineages were regularly detected in BM as early as week 6 and showed 

moderately elevated counts of members at week 32. Only a limited number of lineages 
could be traced in blood samples obtained at weeks 19, 23, and 27, indicating contraction 
of detectable circulating lineages. Overall, the lineages steadily accumulated SHM during 
the course of the experiment, indicating persisting GCs, or possibly re-entry of memory 
B cells to GCs. However, lineages with few unmutated members can still be detected at 
late time points, suggesting recruitment of cells from the naïve pool of B cells with 

advantageous germline BCRs following the later immunizations. 

Figure 19. H03 lineage tracing overview. Each sector represents a sample. Starting from degree 0 the samples 
are ordered, clockwise, by sample time. The base of each sector represents a curved x axis with each lineage 
as a point. Each sector is divided into three levels. The outer level shows the number of members of that 
lineage, the mid-level shows each member’s SHM, and the inner common level connects lineages that were 
present in multiple samples. The inner level is color-coded based on lineage persistence. Lineage persistence 
indicates the number of appearances after each immunization (post 1, post 2, post 3 or post 4) on the traced 
data. The other sectors are color-coded with red, blue, green, and purple for blood, BM, LN, and spleen, 
respectively, with darker shades for increasing weeks. 
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IGHV gene usage was broad, as seen in most polyclonal responses with frequent usage of 
genes that are highly used also in the total IgG repertoire103,229–231. However, some S-
specific lineages used genes representing the mid/low total IgG usage frequency range. 

For instance, H03 showed enrichment of IGHV1-NL_2*01_S2809 while I10 showed 
preferential usage of IGHV1-138*01_S6980. The human orthologues of these alleles are 
IGHV1-2*02 (91.9% homology) and IGHV1-69*10 (95.3% homology), respectively. These 
genes are often used in human SARS-CoV-2 S responses232–237, suggesting the existence 

of conserved binding modes between some NHPs and human S-specific antibodies. 

 

Figure 20. Isolated bnAbs from H03. Neutralization curves from pseudovirus assay of top 5 bnAbs. 

 

We next selected a set of heavy and light chain pairs from H03 for synthesis of mAbs. The 

selection aimed to cover different IGHV genes, SHM levels, lineage sizes and 
compartments of origin. Of 41 S-binding mAbs, 13 targeted the FRBD. Ten of the RBD-
binders displayed neutralizing activity, measured by pseudovirus neutralization assay. 
Potency varied between the neutralizing mAbs, with IC50 ranging from 0.004 μg/ml to 
2.502 μg/ml against the ancestral variant. Mabs showed different degrees of cross-

reactivity against a panel of omicron variants, beta, and K 417N strain (Figure 20). Mab 23 
exhibited the most potent and broadest neutralizing activity against all the variants of the 
panel and was selected for further characterization. We further evaluated the 
neutralization breadth of mAb 23 against circulating Omicron subvariants BA.4.6 and 
BA.2.75.2, known to resist neutralization from different reported nAbs. Mab 23 showed 

detectable neutralization albeit with reduced potency against both variants. 
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Figure 21. MAb 23 lineage. Phylogenetic analysis of mAb 23 lineage. The phylogenetic tree is computed with 
a maximum likelihood approach. The tree is rooted to an inferred germline. Amino acid alignment of each 
lineage member is displayed on the right with highlighted CDRs. 

 

Phylogenetic analysis of mAb 23 revealed dissemination to several compartments with 

equal heavy chain VDJ sequences found in BM and spleen (Figure 21). MAb 23 lineage did 
not show any variance in the HCDR3 amino acid sequences of any traced sequence. This 
alone suggested that HCDR3 is likely crucial for RBD recognition and selection of the 
lineage members. This was further corroborated by a cryo-EM structure of mAb 23 Fab 
bound to the ancestral S trimer (Figure 22). The structure revealed that binding was 

primarily mediated by HCDR3 residues D99, Y103 and D104 with additional contribution 
from HCDR2 residue Y53 and adjacent light chain residues Y49 and A50. Mab 23 epitope 
recognition was similar to other broadly neutralizers, such as Bebtelovimab (LY-CoV1404) 

and 2-7. All these mAbs interact with residues overlapping with the receptor binding motif 
(RBM) and can bind with the RBD in both “up” and “down” conformations but do so with 

uncanonical modalities compared to described class II binders. Most of the residues 
recognized by mAb 23 are reported to be conserved with two notable exceptions: N440K 
variations features all the omicron subvariants but doesn’t seem to impact cross-
neutralization; R346T instead is mutated in BA.4.6 and BA.2.75.2 strains and justify the 

reduced potency against these strains. 

Figure 22. Structural analysis of 
mAb23–ancestral S interaction. 
Cryo-EM analysis of mAb23 Fab 
interaction with S. Zoomed 
representation of heavy chain 
(left) and light chain (right) 
interaction against RBD. mAb 23 
residues are depicted in yellow, 
RBD residues in white. 
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In summary, the objective of paper IV was to detect and characterize immunization 

elicited B cell lineages, including those mediating neutralizing activity. Lineages were 
consistently traced in spleen and non-draining LNs such as axLNs, mesLNs and perLNs, 
indicating widespread dissemination through the circulatory and lymphatic network. 
Remarkably, the vast majority of the lineages were traceable in the perLNs. Our 
observation corroborates other studies conducted in NHPs showing an interconnection 

between inguinal and periaortic lymph nodes238,239. Lineages were consistently traced in 
BM samples, a compartment dedicated to long-term immunological memory. Despite the 
fact that the study did not identify B cell phenotypes, tracing of elicited lineages in this 

compartment provides promising data that might prompt future dedicated studies. 

Identification of macaque orthologous matching human genes reported to be used with 
high frequencies in the SARS-CoV-2 response support the use of NHP as a valid pre-

clinical model. 

Characterization of the interaction between mAb 23 and S and comparison with other 
available structures highlighted the presence of conserved epitopes and interesting 

neutralization profiles, which can be used to guide future vaccine efforts. 
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5 Conclusions 
The work presented in this thesis focused on characterizing the two arms of the adaptive 
immune system: T cells and B cells. My work revolved around the study of adaptive 
immunity repertoires and focused on both their genomic and functional features. 
Collectively, the findings presented in this thesis provide a comprehensive 

characterization of adaptive immune receptors, updating our current knowledge on 

population repertoires and vaccine elicited response. 

The key findings from the studies included in this thesis can be summarized with the 

following statements. 

From paper I: 

• The collective TCR germline repertoire is more diverse than we knew previously 

appreciated. 

• Several TCR germline alleles are present at various frequencies in different 

opulations. 

• TCR germline encoded variants can modulate the presence of defined T cell 
subsets. 

• The TCR loci present regions of introgressions inherithed from Neanderthal 

ancestors. 

From paper II and III: 

• SARS-CoV-2 sub-unit protein immunization elicit potent and durable humoral 
immune response. 

• SARS-CoV-2 sub-unit protein immunization stimulate production of memory B 

cells. 

• Heterotypic boosting stimulate a cross-neutralizing humoral immune response. 

From paper IV: 

• SARS-CoV-2 S immunization-elicited B cell lineages distribute in multiple immune 

compartments, including non-draining LNs, BM and spleen. 

• B cell lineages elicited in NHPs share IGHV genes usage with orthologues of human 
IGHV genes. 

• SARS-CoV-2 ancestral S immunization elicits broadly neutralizing antibodies. 

• mAb 23 neutralization breadth is determined by interaction with convserved 

residues on the RBM. 

Overall, this thesis emphasizes the power of AIRR-Seq analysis and its capacity to provide 

detailed information that helps us understand adaptive immunity. 
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6 Points of perspective 
In this thesis, I focused on the study of AIRR of both TCRs and BCRs in perspective of 

genomic characterization and study immunization elicited responses. 

The findings of paper I produced an extensive human germline TCR database that can be 
used as reference for future studies. These studies highlight the extent of variation in 
human TCR germline genes, which can only be appreciated when performing personalized 
genotyping as shown here. The information obtained will aid in future studies of 
immunological mechanisms and will pave the way for disease association studies, which 
up until now have not included the TCR genes. It is important to highlight that the 

generation of this type of data was possible only by including donors from different 
population groups and additional diverse populations can be included in future studies. 
We show how germline encoded variants can impact certain T cells populations, such as 
MAIT cells and γδ T cells. Finally, we reported three regions of genomic introgression from 
Homo neanderthalensis. The genes we encode today are the result of millions of years 

and adaptation to different environments, not the least the loci involved in immunity. 
Studies of gene flow between modern man and previous hominids is of paramount 

importance to understand human evolution. 

The work performed for paper II, III and IV revolved around the study of B cell responses 

after immunizations with SARS-CoV-2 S protein subunits. At the time this thesis work was 
performed, the pandemic underwent different waves of SARS-CoV-2 variants, with 
Omicron subvariants currently dominating. Vaccines have been rolled out globally, with 
individuals receiving up to 5 doses. Despite the fact that the findings of paper II and III 
can be considered outdated given the pace of research in the SARS-CoV-2 field, they 

were new at the time they were published, and data provided can guide future protein-
based vaccine regimen design. The global landscape of different viruses is unstable and 
subjected to changes over time. Heterotypic vaccine regimen design might be a future 
standard for some diseases. In paper IV, we followed up on selected macaques from 
paper II to characterize their B cell lineages at great depth. I believe this type of approach 

is still in its infancy but will become more conventional with further technological 
development. We found that each lineage tells a different story underscoring the 
complexity of our response to vaccination. All together, these stories assemble into a 
picture with extremely high resolution that we probably cannot completely appreciate 
yet. B cell lineage evolution studies can become extremely powerful in different contexts. 
For instance, coupling lineage evolution and mapping of interesting epitopes can guide 

immunogen design. Inclusion of different anatomical compartment can elucidate lineage 
trafficking and clonal relationship. Or more, inclusion of B cell phenotypes can improve 

cell population characterization. 
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In conclusion, the data reported on this thesis laid the foundation for several other 

potential studies. The possibilities of detecting detailed differences in repertoires provide 
for exciting and important new frontiers of investigation. I hope that myself and others will 
exploit these opportunities to make new discoveries and gain an improved understanding 

about the adaptive immune system.   
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